Illness trajectories and their relevance to the care of adults with kidney disease.
Existing practice guidelines for chronic kidney disease advocate a stage-based approach to management, in which treatment recommendations are based largely on the severity of kidney disease, and future risk for adverse health outcomes. However, the course of kidney disease can vary widely among patients with similar levels of kidney function, and each patient will experience their illness in unique ways. We summarize recent studies of patterns of kidney function over time among patients with chronic kidney disease, and discuss these findings in the context of relevant conceptual models of illness and communication. Although knowledge of disease severity can provide useful information on life expectancy and risk for future health events, an understanding of each patient's illness trajectory and their unique experience of illness is essential in supporting patient-centered care for patients with kidney disease. This information can be helpful in setting realistic expectations for the future, in communicating about prognosis and in aligning treatment decisions with each patient's goals and preferences. We here explain how an understanding of illness trajectories may be useful in predicting and guiding care and decision-making in patients with kidney disease. We highlight the importance of competing disease trajectories, the heterogeneity in renal function trajectories among patients with kidney disease, and the variability in these trajectories over time in individual patients. We discuss how individual disease trajectories can shape each patient's experience of illness. Finally, we explain how an understanding of an individual patient's illness trajectory and experience of illness may be useful in guiding discussions about prognosis and treatment decisions and in supporting a patient-centered approach to care.